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2021 is known as the first Year of the Metaverse, and around the world, internet

giants are eager to devote themselves to it. In this review, we will introduce the

concept, current development, and application of the Metaverse and the use

of the current basic technologies in the medical field, such as virtual reality

and telemedicine. We also probe into the new model of gastroenterology in

the future era of the Metaverse.
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Introduction

The term “Metaverse” became widely known in 2021, yet many individuals were

unfamiliar with it. Almost everyone wants to know what the Metaverse is. TheMetaverse

is a difficult notion to grasp. Metaverse is a portmanteau of meta, meaning transcendent,

and verse, from universe. The Metaverse is a collective virtual shared space that

includes the collection of virtual worlds, expanding reality and the internet. It uses a

variety of new generation information technologies to achieve the multidimensional

and deep integration of technology, individual, organization, production, culture, social

interaction, entertainment, and economy and constructs a new immersive network

social form that is parallel and intermingled with human society and can be shared

continuously (1, 2). In Neal Stephenson’s science fiction novel Avalanche, published

in 1992, the player takes on the role of a bespoke avatar, similar to the Matrix, Ready

Player One’s oasis, and Free Guy’s free city. People in the Metaverse are not bound by

the rules of nature and can break free from the restrictions of time and space. People

can modify their roles in the Metaverse, such as age, gender, look, and even species,

with the use of a range of virtual reality gadgets, open Second Life, and achieve all

kinds of things that are impossible to attain in real life (3). The Metaverse concept

has evolved, and it is now frequently coupled with new technologies such as extended

reality (XR) (4), blockchain (5), cloud computing (6), and digital twinning (7). The

hardware and software foundation of the Metaverse has matured with the development

of 5th Generation Mobile Communication Technology (5G) (8), virtual reality (VR),

augmented reality (AR), and artificial intelligence (AI) (9) as well as the significant

improvements in computing power and graphics capability of computer chips. With a

slew of major internet companies declaring their forays into the Metaverse, it is expected

that the Metaverse will grow by leaps and bounds over the next decade.
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Many disciplines will be transformed by the rise of the

Metaverse. Although the Metaverse is presently mostly used in

gaming, social media, and other industries, there is no doubt

that when the Metaverse matures, it will have a significant

impact on traditional industry. Medicine is a centuries-old

profession with a long and illustrious history. The development

of the Metaverse will fundamentally alter modern medicine

as we know it. Whether it is the treatment process between

doctors and patients, medical students’ training method, or

even the limitation of space, professionals from different

countries and regions can engage in the same operation

thanks to the Metaverse bridge between virtual and reality.

At present, especially under the circumstance of the epidemic,

many gastrointestinal endoscopists lack opportunities to go to

developed countries for long-term professional training and

learn the latest endoscopic technology due to the limitations

of time and space (10). However, we can incarnate virtual

characters in the Metaverse by using VR, AR, and other

technologies. Instead of only observing the endoscopic screen,

we could learn the expert’s operation on the spot by watching

a live broadcast of an endoscopy expert’s operation on the

other side of the world. On May 29, 2021, a Metaverse lung

cancer training operation occurred in the intelligent classroom

of Seoul National University in South Korea. A head-mounted

display allowed up to 200 Asian thoracic doctors to access

the Metaverse. Participants attended a virtual classroom after

completing their customized settings and saw a 360-degree

training session for lung cancer surgery and a presentation

on metasomatic technology trends. Experts communicate with

each other in real time through their avatars while watching

surgical training and discuss procedures in the Metaverse while

watching surgical training. Despite its tiny size, the metaverse

is incredibly noteworthy, and this is the first report of its use

in surgical training anywhere in the world (11). Furthermore,

gastrointestinal endoscopists can use the vast internet database

to look for the basic subject knowledge and training courses

required in the Metaverse. They can even use sophisticated

endoscopic equipment to gain access to the Metaverse and

practice on virtual patients. Furthermore, the world still has

a large number of less developed countries and regions with

a severe shortage of digestive physicians and endoscopic

equipment, and senior doctors can treat these patients via

the internet and provide remote consultation, allowing high-

quality medical resources to benefit more civilians and, to some

extent, alleviating the problems associated with today’s uneven

distribution of medical resources. Of course, these concepts

are not simply pipe dreams because the Metaverse’s underlying

technologies, such as virtual reality, tactile gloves, remote

operation robots, and wireless communication technology, have

advanced rapidly and have been employed in clinical diagnosis

and treatment. By introducing the application of these basic

techniques of Metaverse in gastroenterology, we could explore

the prospect of Metaverse in gastroenterology in the future.

Gastroenterology in the Metaverse

The application of VR makes it possible
for us to train endoscopic techniques in
Metaverse

Virtual reality (VR), one of the meta-subtechnologies, has

been used extensively in endoscopic physician training for at

least 20 years (12). GI Mentor, the first generation of virtual

endoscopy simulators, was used to train endoscopic trainee

physicians as early as 2002 (13). When the endoscope is

inserted into the GI model, the computer generates a three-

dimensional view of the simulated digestive tract. At the same

time, the force feedback module will mimic resistance anytime

the simulated gastrointestinal wall is touched, providing a

genuine experience during the surgery. The enhanced Pentax

ECS-3840F allows users to perform the procedure, which

enhances the endoscopic level of beginner physicians in a short

period. Accutouch, a virtual reality colonoscopy simulation

technology, was developed in 2005 to help professionals

perform better in endoscopic colorectal cancer surgery (14). In

comparison to GI Mentor, it offers clinicians a more realistic

operation experience as well as a multimedia teaching and

guidance system. Beginners can complete the colonoscopy

training by following computer instructions. The Olympus

Simulator for Colonoscopy (Endo TS1; The advent of Olympus

KeyMed, Southend, UK) was released in 2008, allowing junior

endoscopists to have a more realistic tactile experience during

virtual reality endoscopy training (15). With the advancement

of VR technology in recent years, an increasing number of

powerful VR digestive endoscopy simulators have been used in

clinical practice. In 2015, a new version of GI Mentor ii clinical

simulation training was introduced (16). It may also replicate

a wide range of colorectal illnesses, delivering a more realistic

endoscopic experience. An increasing number of clinical studies

have confirmed that virtual reality endoscopy training can

significantly enrich doctors’ experience, improve the level of

endoscopic operation, and therefore shorten the time spent on

it and decrease the incidence of surgical complications (17–20).

Studies of the Erlangen Endo trainer have shown that simulator-

based training has a positive effect on certain interventional

skills, such as endoscopic haemostasis, perforation closure, and

retrograde cholangiography (21). Of course, such models are

not without flaws: to begin with, the VR model’s diseases are

limited, focusing primarily on routine examinations, endoscopic

haemostasis, and closed perforation, such as easy operation

training; nevertheless, it is difficult to replicate some challenging

operations, such as endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR),

endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD), and endoscopic

ultrasonography (EUS) (22). Furthermore, while such training

is beneficial to beginning endoscopists, it does not raise the

level of senior endoscopists (23, 24). As shown, the current

generation of endoscopic simulators only offers basic training
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for endoscopists and is unable to replicate more complex

surgical procedures, such as EMR, ESD or other treatment

procedures (25), which significantly restricts the development

of endoscopists. However, the Metaverse can eventually offer us

all the scenarios we need to mimic, allowing us to overcome the

constraints ofmodels and technology because it is a virtual world

that is entirely separate from the real world. Only endoscopists

have access to Metaverse devices, can utilize VR helmets and

tactile gloves, and have finished advanced endoscopic training.

Additionally, we may use artificial intelligence (AI) to search for

professional training videos in cloud databases and master the

close-up endoscope treatment operation abilities in Metaverse

(26). As a result, we can prevent the needless risk of surgical

failure in addition to gaining extensive endoscopic expertise.

The tactile glove helped us ’touch’ the
Metaverse

The user experience of the Metaverse will be significantly

affected if users cannot have an experience that is close to reality

(27); thus, the Metaverse is expected to give endoscopists a

more realistic endoscopy experience, whether it be the damping

feeling of the mirror body rotation or the feedback feeling of

the adjustment knob that is highly crucial for an endoscopic

treatment to ensure that endoscopy training is unique (28).

META has introduced a glove for the Metaverse; when people

put it on and enter the VR world, the complex control system

on the tool adjusts inflation to create realistic pressure on their

hands. Upon touching the virtual objects, one will feel certain

tactile sensations, and when picking up a virtual object, the

sensors on one’s fingers become stiffened, creating a damping

sensation. These sensations work in tandem with the visual and

auditory interactions provided by the VR headset, creating the

illusion of physical contact with an object (29). Interestingly,

this type of haptic glove is not a recent invention. As early

as 2003, scholars in basic neuroscience invented a tactile

glove. The gloves can be combined with technologies such as

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify brain

activities behind the complex behaviors and use their built-in

vibration-stimulation device to provide precise tactile feedback

to doctors (30). While the gloves at the time were insufficient

to create fairly accurate tactics, they lifted the potential for

physical rehabilitation by virtue of VR for people who were not

able to move. The development of haptic gloves has made a

huge breakthrough in recent years. A microfluidic diaphragm

pressure sensor was first introduced in 2017. When touching

or gripping objects, haptic gloves equipped with this sensor

can give the hand a more comprehensive and realistic tactile

sensation. In 2019, Indian scientists developed ultraviolet- and

ray-resistant biologically inspired skin that can also be self-

cleaning. It imitates the pressure-sensing capabilities of human

skin, allowing it to record details and provide a mechanical

sensation when in use. The tactile glove will dramatically

improve the authenticity of the tactile sense by using biologically

inspired skin, allowing users to have a more genuine experience

in the metaversity (31). A research team presented a remote

palpation device based on a haptic glove gadget the same year.

A remote surgeon can remotely palpate the softness or hardness

of nodules or tissues using a remote surgical platform and a

haptic glove. The accuracy of the remote platform has been

tested to be approximately 74% (32). A researcher devised and

proposed a low-delay haptic open glove (LLHOG) based on

a rotating position sensor and a minimum-maximum zoom

(MMS) filter in 2021 and utilized it to provide immersive

virtual reality engagement. The open glove detects finger flexion

and adduction movements using two position sensors at the

metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP), with a processing delay of

145.37 microseconds and an overall hand motion tracking

delay of 4 milliseconds (33). Of course, tactile gloves are

inextricably linked to the virtual reality interactive simulation

system, no matter how powerful they are (34). As an important

medium for people to experience the Metaverse, the continuous

development of tactile gloves can not only provide a more

realistic touch for everyone who experiences the metaverse, but

more importantly, it will lay a solid foundation for the future

application of theMetaverse in the field of gastroenterology (35).

It can be said that only when haptic gloves achievemore accurate

feedback and lower latency can virtual endoscopic training and

even future remote endoscopic surgery truly achieve truly ideal

results. There are still considerable problems with the current

tactile gloves. The most fatal factor is the limitation of the

number of receptors. To achieve near-real touch, each glove

needs at least thousands of brakes. However, the current gloves

are limited by weight and cost; too many sensors will greatly

increase the weight and cost of the glove as well as double

the failure rate of the glove (36). Currently, there are only

dozens of sensors at most. If one cannot obtain a real sense of

endoscopy feedback, then the endoscopy training provided by

the Metaverse effect will be greatly limited (37).

Remote endoscopic surgery in
metaverse-endoscopic surgery across
space

The advancement of remote endoscopic surgery could be

considerably aided by the advent of Metaverse. Imagine a

digestive expert using a VR helmet and a touch glove to

access the Metaverse and become a virtual doctor, doing an

endoscopy or even surgery on patients who are also represented

in the Metaverse. The actual surgery process is performed by

an AI robot in the real world. For more than two decades,

remote surgery has been available. The first transatlantic
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cholecystectomy took place in 2001. Surgeons in New York

City successfully removed a gall bladder from a 68-year-old

woman in Strasbourg, France, using a remote-controlled robot

and a high-speed cable video link. The time between when the

surgeon performs an action and when it displays on the video

screen is only 155ms, thanks to the high speed of optical fiber

propagation (38). As shown in this report, data transmission

speed and surgical equipment are two critical factors in the

success of remote endoscopic surgery (39).

The impact of 5th generation mobile
communication technology (5G)

The speed of remote surgery delay impacts the incidence

of complications, and specialists discovered that many times

<300ms of operation time delay is required after the experiment

(40). While relying on optical fiber can reduce operating

delay, the development of the Metaverse will require a wireless

telecommunications system and stability, speed, and current.

This criterion has been mostly addressed by the introduction

of 5G technology. 5G technology has been widely applied

in the field of telemedicine (41). Since 2020, several remote

laparoscopic experimental procedures utilizing the 5G wireless

network have been performed successfully with an average delay

of only 264ms, with no surgical complications or prolonged

operation time (42). An increasing number of 5G remote

surgeries have recently been declared to be effective, including

remote vocal cord surgery, remote spinal surgery, and even laser

surgery for diabetic retinopathy patients (43–45). TheMetaverse

will be able to cover more locations in the future, including areas

where the internet is difficult to lay out, such as the Arctic, thanks

to the advancement of 5G technology.

Long-distance endoscopic robot

A solid wireless communication foundation is also needed.

Advanced surgical robots are ultimately responsible for

the smooth execution of meta-cosmic endoscopic surgery

(46). Remote surgery has become more common since the

development of the Da Vinci surgical robot, while remote

digestive endoscopy is still in the exploratory stage due to

the lack of an advanced endoscopy robot. Remote digestive

endoscopy is more commonly used for remote expert guidance,

remote diagnosis, and other purposes (47). YUNSRobot, a new

robot-assisted device, began performing upper gastrointestinal

endoscopic model studies in 2020. Remote endoscopy using the

YUNSRobot robot-assisted technology takes longer than on-

site physician operations but still fulfills upper gastrointestinal

endoscopy criteria. It is worth noting that the remote

gastrointestinal endoscopy group’s average surgical delay was

572.1± 48.5ms in this study, which is still outside the safe limit

for remote surgical delay time (48). To successfully implement

remote endoscopic surgery in the meta-universe in the future,

we must achieve extremely low network latency and have high-

precision endoscopic robots. Because endoscopic surgery, such

as EMR and ESD, has a very high risk of bleeding, massive

bleeding in just a few seconds will make the operator completely

lose the field of vision the focus and pose a great risk to the

patient’s life (49). Therefore, extremely low network delay and

reliable endoscopic robots are very important. Currently, there

is a low coverage and instability of 5G signals (50) or the

backwardness of remote endoscopic robot technology (51). It

is an important obstacle to implementing remote endoscopic

surgery in metauniverses in the future.

Discussion

The Metaverse combines virtual reality (VR), artificial

intelligence (AI), blockchain, cloud computing, and a slew

of other cutting-edge human technology to represent modern

civilization’s wisdom. At present, the Metaverse is making great

strides toward us, and I believe that in the near future, the

Metaverse will be widely used in all aspects of gastroenterology.

The easiest thing to achieve is to use the Metaverse as a platform

to participate in distance learning, which has already been

realized at present. Referring to the Metaverse Classroom of

Seoul National University, 200 well-known Asian cardiothoracic

surgery experts gathered in a small Metaverse through VR

equipment all over Asia. In the classroom, everyone turns

into a virtual character of their choice, observes an operation

together, exchanges surgical experience with each other, and

participates in bachelor’s lectures. Although this Metaverse is

small, it is of great significance. I believe that in the near future,

we will be able to access the Metaverse through various virtual

devices, participate in world-class academic conferences, and

observe endoscopic surgery in any corner of the world. Second,

Metaverse is most valuable for gastroenterology in providing a

virtual training platform for young endoscopists. In the future,

we will be able to enter theMetaverse throughVR simulators and

tactile gloves, complete various difficult endoscopic treatment

operations, and accumulate massive endoscopic experience. Of

course, the current endoscopic VR simulators can still only

provide the most basic models, which limits the improvement

of the endoscopic skills of advanced endoscopists, and currently

there are few patient models for endoscopic treatment. Similarly,

with regard to tactile gloves, owing to the limitation of cost

and the number of sensors, it is difficult for people to obtain

realistic tactile sensations from the metaverse at this stage, which

also greatly limits the training effect of simulated endoscopic

operations in the metaverse. Finally, the most difficult but

most meaningful, remote endoscopic surgery based on the

Metaverse is bound to come. In the future, people can go

through the Metaverse to receive examinations or treatments
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from endoscopists around the world. Of course, due to the

low coverage rate of the current wireless communication

infrastructure, the inability to achieve stable low latency,

and the lack of remote endoscopic surgical robots, there is

still much resistance to the real implementation of remote

endoscopic surgery. The development of the Metaverse will

also greatly benefit the remote medical treatment of patients,

changing the existing medical treatment mode. In the future,

registration, medical consultation, examination or remote

endoscopic treatment can all be completed in the Metaverse.

Although the current metaverse is in its infancy, we can still

speculate on the important role of the metaverse in the field of

gastroenterology in the future through the extensive application

of the current metaverse technology in the medical field. I

believe that the Metaverse is the dawn of a new era for

gastroenterology, which will definitely change the study and

work mode of gastroenterologists.
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